Choosing your Rendering Profile
The foremost question as to which profile to choose is, do you have a flange or flat surface onto
which to fit your Wilks Rendering Profile? The profiles then break into the followin
g categories:
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The size of profile to choose is totally personal preference
, it will be determined by the space
available on the gunnel/flang
e and also what your requirement
s are for the fendering: i.e. a workin
g
boat will generally have a 'D' profile whilst a pleasure boat may choose a Rigid PVC or Aluminium
profile.
Flange Fittin
g
Some flange fitting profiles are available in two types of material, Hard or Soft PVC. There are two
consideration
s to make
a)

The soft PVC does not require pre-heating and is easier to fit, however, it will remain
soft (as Rubber) and there is the possibility of pulling it from the flange.

b)

The hard PVC is generally used by the trade and will give a better final fit. However
, it
does require heating preferably in hot water or alternativel
y hot air.

Flat Fittin
g
'D' Profiles
Our 'D' profiles are available in three types of material. The smaller sizes are available in PVC, the
medium sizes are available in PVC and our new PVR material, which is a blend of PVC and Rubber,
and the larger size s are available in Rubber. PVC is fine for lighter weight boats and where the
fender will not encounter heavy usage. The PVR profiles are even stronger than Rubber and they
are still non-markin
g and should be the choice when considering a workin
g fendering system. Wilks
can supply the fixing strips and plugging for all their profiles. Rubber profiles should be used when a
large fender is required.
Rigid PVC or Aluminium Profiles
More boats are increasingl
y changing over to Rigid PVC, it is easier to fit and can offer a modern
look whilst retaining the straight clean line of Aluminium (and at a lower price!) Both Rigid PVC and
Aluminium will bend around the average Bow and Transom bend, the Rigid PVC will also bend
downwards if the gunnel leads to a bathing platform, with the application of heat.
Placing an Orde
r
To place an order, please advise us by telephone
, email
, fax or post of your chosen Wilks
profile and quantity
, rememberin
g to include any accessories like fixing strips or end caps
where applicable
. Our sales staff will then advise of the tota
l cost including carriage
.
Unfortunatel
y we cannot publish a carriage chart as the costs do vary greatl
y dependin
g
on weight
, quantit
y and whethe
r the profile is supplied in coils or lengths. Paymen
t can
be by Visa/Mastercard
/ Switch/Delta
, cheque or Postal Order
s made payable to Wilks
(Rubbe
r Plastics) Mfgs. Co. Ltd. Should you requir
e a sample prior to orderin
g please
advise our sales team who will provide these free of charge
or orde
r online @ www.wilks.co.uk
.

